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and good morning ladies and gentlemen                                           
welcome it's Wednesday here we are ready                                        
for ask the theologian and ready to take                                        
your biblical theological worldview                                             
questions and the the every line is open                                        
so send in your questions looking                                               
forward to visiting with you today about                                        
the things that are on your mind maybe                                          
you got a Bible question maybe you got a                                        
church related question maybe you're mad                                        
at the world maybe you're happy with the                                        
world maybe you want to question an                                             
assumption let's do it today let me say                                         
that tonight as you may know we have the                                        
Gospel of John we're in the fourth                                              
chapter the Gospel of John and our hmm I                                        
think we're at session number 17 there's                                        
something like that and I really have                                           
enjoyed I was talking about this last                                           
night really have enjoyed walking                                               
through the Gospel of John and looking                                          
at some of the issues of the Gospel of                                          
John and that has been a huge blessing                                          
for me and I hope it has been for you as                                        
well let me tell you right up front                                             
hey here's the special today this week                                          
is this Patrick Henry right here                                                
20% off that makes it $15.99 and this is                                        
like a big book it's 500 pages less                                             
reading than that but really I bet I've                                         
enjoyed it reading it it was written in                                         
1898 about Patrick Henry covers his life                                        
from his youngest days to his dying                                             
breath at which he gave a witness for                                           
Jesus Christ and I think you will enjoy                                         
it too and though the print copies                                              
aren't here yet                                                                 
they are at the printer and they are                                            
printing as we speak and they will be                                           
coming and if you order today you get                                           
not only the sale price of $15.99 with                                          
no coupon code needed but order today                                           
and read today and then you can pick up                                         
where you are I doubt you'll have the                                           
whole thing rip                                                                 
by the time it comes on there it's a PDF                                        
copy that comes to you and I think you                                          
will enjoy that let me say also that we                                         
have the silence of God for the modern                                          
reader coming and updated for the 21st                                          
century reader and I think I've got a                                           
picture of that                                                                 
there we go the silence of God updated                                          
for the 21st century reader that's you                                          
it was written by Sir Robert Anderson                                           
updated by our own Corey D Evans and it                                         
is really I think you're going to like                                          



it the silence of God we spoke about it                                         
many times was written in 1897 and even                                         
more there's you you always have this                                           
problem with late 1800 books but even                                           
more so than the typical late 1800 books                                        
Robert Anderson wrote in a way that was                                         
a little difficult for us perhaps part                                          
of it is that he is also English British                                        
and so you know just a lot of long                                              
sentences and a lot of style that we're                                         
not used to in a few words that were not                                        
used to great book but hard to read so                                          
Corey has gone through meticulously and                                         
he has updated it so that the content is                                        
there the illustrations he's made more                                          
up-to-date and when you buy the book you                                        
can't buy it yet but it's worth coming                                          
when you buy the book you will get also                                         
the 1897 version and so both of them                                            
will be in there and you can check and                                          
make sure that Corey was faithful in                                            
conveying the thoughts of Sir Robert                                            
Anderson and speaking of Sir Robert                                             
Anderson Corey also has this blog site                                          
it's Corey slash Evans calm and he's got                                        
a post yesterday the faith of Sir Robert                                        
Anderson there's this picture there                                             
looks like a mighty dapper gentleman                                            
doesn't he and you can                                                          
good little article in here and let's                                           
say I think if you go to the home page                                          
you'll see the previous let's see                                               
somewhere there is the the previous blog                                        
I don't know where it is but we'll find                                         
it all in there and it is about a little                                        
more about Sir Robert Anderson so two                                           
articles there about Sir Robert Anderson                                        
I think those are also going to be in                                           
the book because we haven't sent it to                                          
the printer yet but some good stuff some                                        
interesting stuff that is there today                                           
and I think you'll be blessed by all of                                         
that now let's see we got a question                                            
from Bev in Wisconsin good to see you                                           
this morning                                                                    
have you heard of the book of the book                                          
election heist by Ken Timmerman I have                                          
not but you know it just seems like it                                          
would be a good thing for us to check                                           
that out                                                                        
election heist I can I can Timmerman                                            
let's check that out just take a little                                         
look here and we'll go to you know that                                         
other website where some people buy                                             
books to look at it a political thriller                                        
that feels so real that you'll think it                                         
already happened you know some of these                                         
thrillers here as they are given get                                            
awfully close so it's looking to see if                                         
there's any names that I recognize yeah                                         
Inspector General of the Department of                                          
Defense member of the Trump for                                                 



president Stephen Moore that's a from                                           
Heritage Foundation a recognizable name                                         
the other two names I don't know but it                                         
let's see available for $16.99 normally                                         
by the way if you find a book like that                                         
that you say hey I want to get that book                                        
but I'm not sure I want to give my money                                        
to Amazon for that book when I could                                            
give my money to dispensational                                                 
publishing send me an email and I can                                           
check to see if I can get that book many                                        
books I can get and many times I can get                                        
them about 20% off the cover price I'm                                          
not sure what the cover price here is it                                        
sells for 1699 and we'll we'll see about                                        
all of that interesting I I haven't seen                                        
that book but I will check it out good                                          
see Joel up in Grand Rapids Michigan                                            
Bible doctrines to live by oh thank you                                         
Nancy says ken Timmerman is on Brandon                                          
House says program a world view weekend                                         
so very likely does have some good                                              
things to say election heist now it                                             
looks to me like someone okay this is a                                         
pre-order so it hasn't come out yet                                             
and looks like it is fiction but                                                
probably one of those again fiction                                             
today bumps right up to to reality and                                          
what you can do I think the reason that                                         
some of these authors do fiction instead                                        
of nonfiction is that it saves them a                                           
little bit from legal hassles if                                                
somebody says well that actually didn't                                         
really happen                                                                   
well it's fiction eyes right there it's                                         
just a political thriller that's all                                            
I've written and it's that's not a bad                                          
yeah very interesting so we will check                                          
all of that out and see how all that                                            
goes it does say they've got a pre-order                                        
price guarantee so I may not be able to                                         
get it cheaper than that but                                                    
who knows I may be able to get it                                               
cheaper than that okay it just so                                               
happens that so far you don't have any                                          
questions that's not happen in a long                                           
long time so you know put your thinking                                         
cap on let's come up with the questions                                         
here and get all that taken care of but                                         
in the meantime let's talk about a                                              
little bit of an issue that I think that                                        
dispensationalists and Christians in                                            
general but let's talk about the                                                
dispensational family ought to take care                                        
of I think that it is almost shameful                                           
that dispensationalism can't really even                                        
define itself this is probably one of                                           
the reasons that                                                                
dispensationalism has lost traction in                                          
the last few years it is not as strong                                          
as it used to be certainly 100 years ago                                        
it was much stronger and 100 years ago I                                        



think even the word dispensational would                                        
have been somewhat in the in the public                                         
realm and that was largely due to the                                           
Scofield Bible which was the                                                    
best-selling Study Bible there has ever                                         
been probably to this day I would                                               
imagine and so he got the word out there                                        
but it obviously was also well received                                         
and was taken because that people 100                                           
years ago actually studied their Bible                                          
which is not much done today in churches                                        
so with the the the decline of                                                  
dispensationalism maybe                                                         
dispensationalists have themselves to                                           
blame did dispensationalists become                                             
somewhere along the way did they become                                         
too much just prophecy teachers I think                                         
this is one of the problems with in                                             
dispensationalism is that                                                       
dispensationalism is almost solely                                              
applied only to prophecy so much so that                                        
I once was with a young fellow who when                                         
they when they're young                                                         
there mmm they haven't been around the                                          
block as many times there's another word                                        
I was thinking of but when there yeah it                                        
rhymes with young when they're young                                            
they haven't been around the block as                                           
many times so you have to excuse some of                                        
this but the fellow also did have a                                             
master's degree in theology                                                     
so dad ought to we ought to say you've                                          
got some education and theological                                              
issues and somebody in the circle                                               
mentioned a dispensational hermeneutic                                          
now this guy was not a dispensationalist                                        
and yet the only thing he knew about                                            
dispensationalism was their eschatology                                         
and so his immediate answer was what                                            
dispensationalism has a hermeneutic now                                         
and i wanted to slap him across the face                                        
right then and say dispensationalism is                                         
a hermeneutic now first of all shame on                                         
the on the the college that puts                                                
themselves out as a one-time put                                                
themselves out of as a even a                                                   
dispensational college had a                                                    
dispensational founder and a                                                    
dispensational heritage and this guy                                            
doesn't even know that dispensationalism                                        
having a master's degree a bachelor and                                         
a master's degree from that institution                                         
doesn't even know that dispensationalism                                        
is a hermeneutic that is it's a rule for                                        
interpreting scripture now why does that                                        
happen because dispensationalism became                                         
too associated with prophetic teaching                                          
and dispensationalists began just to                                            
teach prophecy and so it was only seen                                          
as an eschatology i think that there's                                          
still some degree a problem with that if                                        
you think of well-known                                                         



dispensationalist today probably we                                             
should just say pre-trib                                                        
premillennialists they they have                                                
prophecy programs and prophecy books and                                        
they teach about prophecy and                                                   
eschatology and end times you look at                                           
the works that CI Scofield did for                                              
example and we are about to put out his                                         
commentary on galatians lectures on                                             
galatians really is what it is and when                                         
you look at that you say you know he                                            
wrote about everything he wrote about                                           
all things in the Bible our ministry                                            
I think is one that we do the Gospel of                                         
John we do the book of Acts it's very                                           
much a dispensational ministry the books                                        
that we produce and dispensational                                              
publishing house are all across the                                             
board about biblical theological                                                
worldview issues because                                                        
dispensationalism is a view of looking                                          
at the scripture we need to come back                                           
and get a handle I think on                                                     
dispensationalism and come to understand                                        
these these issues here and I I think                                           
that would does so much help in all of                                          
that okay let's get to your questions                                           
now nancy has a question about a                                                
particular Jew I'm going to leave the                                           
name off right here for a moment about                                          
is he saved a the answer is and I think                                         
this is probably true with a number of                                          
the Nathan if you're here my chat app is                                        
not working there but nonetheless I can                                         
get all your questions sorry about the                                          
confusion there so the answer is maybe                                          
the answer is maybe how's that the                                              
answer is all of the knowledge is there                                         
the answer is that for the most part all                                        
of the answers are correct although it                                          
is very difficult for a Jewish person to                                        
actually come there and give that                                               
testimony so praying that such is the                                           
case and that such will be the case and                                         
hoping that such will be the case and I                                         
think that the day will come                                                    
we will be able to know for certain                                             
whether or not that is the case and be                                          
able to take that and use that and find                                         
out about that thank you                                                        
question then that comes from Lori and                                          
that is in Genesis 1410 it says that the                                        
kings of Sodom and Gomorrah fled and                                            
fell and then in verse 17 it says the                                           
king of Sodom went out to meet Abram is                                         
this the king's replacement let's look                                          
at Genesis 14 verse 10 some of these                                            
some of these Old Testament passages can                                        
be rather difficult to to pinpoint                                              
because it looks like contradictions                                            
they're almost always it's in in in the                                         
reading the way we're reading it and                                            



even as we just begin to read it just a                                         
little bit differently that works itself                                        
out but let's see in 14 verse 10 it says                                        
and the Vale of Siddim was full of slime                                        
pits and the king of Sodom and Gomorrah                                         
the Kings plural of Sodom and Gomorrah                                          
fled and fell there and they that                                               
remained fled to the mountain now verse                                         
17 and the king of Sodom went out to                                            
meet him after his return from the                                              
slaughter now let's take verse 10 and                                           
fell there first of all let's look at                                           
verse 10 and fall there is the word                                             
let's check the word fall here and see                                          
it in the scriptures fall okay there is                                         
one died there's there's another perish                                         
mostly to fall there's one to rot again                                         
Hebrew typically there's a wide variety                                         
of translations this one's used 434                                             
times so a fairly broad base from which                                         
to look and let's pull the Strong's to                                          
fail is 318 times to fall down as 25                                            
times cast cast down okay and my guess                                          
is going to be that the kings of Sodom                                          
and Gomorrah fled and this is where they                                        
fell from the battle or they failed as                                          
318 times and they that remained fled so                                        
there were there were some already dead                                         
the rest fled to the mountains I am I'm                                         
gonna guess that it's not exactly saying                                        
that they died there there would be                                             
other words for died that could be used                                         
this word is only in context it means                                           
died so my guess is they didn't                                                 
necessarily die there let's look to see                                         
if Bollinger has good Hebrew word there                                         
Genesis 14 verse 10 he does not speak to                                        
that                                                                            
let me look at verse 7 and verse 17                                             
excuse me and it is not there the king                                          
of Sodom went out okay so I it could be                                         
the Kings replacement but I personally                                          
think that what it really is and this                                           
would take it a little bit of digging                                           
out and it shows first of all Lori in                                           
North Carolina that you're reading your                                         
Bible closely so many people would just                                         
not not pick up on this at all but it it                                        
does a                                                                          
to be that it is a word that can mean                                           
they failed there and 318 times it is                                           
failed so they they fell not in dying                                           
but they fell from victory and all of                                           
them that were still alive fled to the                                          
mountain and let's continue in the                                              
context and they took all the goods of                                          
sodom and gomorrah and all their                                                
victuals and went their way now                                                 
we need to figure out who they are here                                         
this is probably they that remained the                                         
kings of Sodom and Gomorrah                                                     
could they still be alive and they've it                                        



remained along with the kings of Sodom                                          
and Gomorrah took the goods of Sodom and                                        
all the victuals went their way and they                                        
took lot Abrams brother who dwelt in                                            
Sodom and his Goods and departed and                                            
there came one that escaped and told                                            
Abram his Abram the Hebrew for I think                                          
this is if I'm not mistaken this is the                                         
first time in the Bible we have the word                                        
Hebrew he dwelt at the plain of Mamre                                           
the Amorite verse 14 when Abram heard                                           
that his brother was taken captive he                                           
armed his trained servants born in his                                          
own house 318 pursued them unto Dan just                                        
an interesting side note here Abraham at                                        
Dan Ord Abram at Dan there is actually a                                        
gate at Dan that goes back to the time                                          
of Abraham                                                                      
we call it the Abraham gate because it                                          
is believed that very likely Abram                                              
walked through that gate it's it's a                                            
it's a beautiful fascinating place who's                                        
built out of Adobe like we built here in                                        
New Mexico and it's lasted for four                                             
thousand years very it's one of the                                             
oldest sites you'll see in Israel and I                                         
happen to be going in December and would                                        
love to take you there as a matter of                                           
fact so he pursued them unto Dan divided                                        
against them and he in a servants by                                            
night smoked them and                                                           
Tuoba which is on the left of Damascus                                          
this is up north in Syria and he brought                                        
back all the goods by the way damat Dan                                         
to Damascus is probably 40 45 miles it's                                        
not very far Dan as far north in Israel                                         
he brought back all the goods and also                                          
his brother lot and his Goods and the                                           
women and the people and the king of                                            
Sodom went out to meet him after his                                            
return from the slaughter of a word that                                        
I cannot say                                                                    
I think III think that you could verify                                         
that the King didn't actually die in                                            
verse 10 it would take a little bit of                                          
work a little bit of research a little                                          
bit of study but I think that you could                                         
come to the to the conclusion that he                                           
didn't die which would take care of it                                          
and I think you could probably do that                                          
fairly solidly if we had little time and                                        
were doing this and of course if we were                                        
doing the Bible study that's what we                                            
would want to do we would want to verify                                        
it because I think we should do and this                                        
is what you're exactly what you're doing                                        
I think we should read the Bible very                                           
skeptically the reason we should read it                                        
skeptically is not because we're trying                                         
to disprove it but because we want to be                                        
able to in every way show its veracity                                          
its truthfulness its goodness and that                                          



becomes a very powerful thing for us                                            
thanks for your question there dr. tom                                          
in Cambodia good to see you did I see                                           
this was I just very briefly ran across                                         
a post today that there was some                                                
flooding there I may be I may be                                                
mistaken because I was I saw it for                                             
about 32 seconds so I may have missed                                           
that but in Ephesians 3:8 the phrase at                                         
least of all the saints could that                                              
possibly mean that he was the first to                                          
receive grace like first Timothy chapter                                        
1 verses 15 through 16 we're talking                                            
about Paul of course and Ephesians 3                                            
verse 8 it says unto me Who am less than                                        
least of all saints is grace given that                                         
is that's quite the phrase isn't it it's                                        
more than least of All Saints it's less                                         
than the least of All Saints and there                                          
has been flooding there we're preparing                                         
up for you as you deal with all that in                                         
the medical world and the spiritual                                             
world but this phrase here what what                                            
does this mean                                                                  
unto me Who am less than the least of                                           
All Saints that here I want to check                                            
this cross-reference real quickly first                                         
Corinthians I am the least of the                                               
Apostles I'm not meat to be called an                                           
apostle because I persecuted the Church                                         
of God by the way that passage lets us                                          
know that the phrase church always has                                          
we always have to figure out what church                                        
are we talking about because the church                                         
that he persecuted of course was the one                                        
that was under the the the Apostle Peter                                        
there was another one the church in the                                         
wilderness there's another one the                                              
church that is the body of Christ today                                         
it's a word that always takes some                                              
dispensational consideration in it and                                          
there is the cross reference then on                                            
this one to first Peter chapter first                                           
Timothy chapter 1 verse 15 this is a                                            
faithful saying worthy of all                                                   
acceptation that Christ Jesus came at                                           
the world to save sinners of whom I am                                          
chief that is I like the word protoss of                                        
whom I am first the first to be saved                                           
that is so the question could it                                                
possibly mean that he was the first to                                          
receive grace you know I would certainly                                        
make the connection if I was teaching                                           
this I would go over and say okay let me                                        
tell you what he said in first Timothy                                          
however here I think what he's saying is                                        
that again I'm the least of all the                                             
saints and to me this grace is given                                            
that I should preach among the Gentiles                                         
the unsearchable there                                                          
it's called unsearchable because they're                                        
unsearchable the unsearchable riches of                                         



Christ                                                                          
I think there that he is really speaking                                        
of his unworthiness in all that I don't                                         
know that you could necessarily their                                           
make the connection the immediate                                               
connection to the first and yet you                                             
could make the connection of Paul                                               
looking at it and saying of all of the                                          
Jewish people that God could have chosen                                        
that is of all the Saints that he could                                         
have chosen why did he choose the one                                           
who was persecuting the the the kingdom                                         
gospel and those who are bringing it                                            
about why in the world would he do that                                         
and so this is I am less than the least                                         
of All Saints and it's it's it is a a                                           
reflection of the graces that God has                                           
given to him and that then would                                                
naturally lead the teacher to go back to                                        
first Timothy chapter one 15 and 16 and                                         
those two would certainly harmonize with                                        
one another and go together with one                                            
another though I think that first                                               
Timothy is the one that teaches the                                             
first nature the first to receive grace                                         
in the manner in which we have received                                         
it today thanks dr. Tom again praying                                           
for you and your missionary work there                                          
and the flooding that's taking place in                                         
Cambodia Pastor Joel our last trip to                                           
Israel our tour guide greeted us by                                             
saying he was a believer I haven't even                                         
read this but I can almost guess where                                          
you're going here during the week he                                            
spoke of Jesus as Messiah the problem                                           
became when we spoke of the faith in the                                        
finished work of Christ his death burial                                        
and resurrection he became very puzzled                                         
and simply replied that that was                                                
interesting he believed the fact of the                                         
Messiahship but saw nothing as to faith                                         
in Christ finish work a believer yes                                            
truly saved I would think not now you                                           
have actually hit upon something that is                                        
is very I would say a common experience                                         
and one that we should address even as                                          
it relates to                                                                   
Tours to Israel there are wouldn't                                              
necessarily say Joel but it's a very                                            
common thing that when Christians go to                                         
Israel they say we want a Christian we                                          
want a Christian tour company and we                                            
want a Christian guide now first of all                                         
let's stop they if you just you know                                            
pick up the phone call the Israel                                               
Department of Tourism say could you give                                        
us a Christian tour company there you'll                                        
get an Arab company a few if you google                                         
it the maybe maybe not the Israel                                               
Department of Tourism might lead you to                                         
a Messianic one which we'll talk about                                          
in a moment but you go on the online or                                         



you ask your friends oh hey I want a                                            
Christian to her company you'll get an                                          
Arab company and the the tour guide then                                        
who will have you you'll get a bad bus                                          
and you'll get a tour guide that can't                                          
speak English very well and he lives in                                         
the Palestinian Authority and he doesn't                                        
like Israel and and all that and you're                                         
gonna save three hundred dollars and                                            
you're gonna stay in Roach Motels and                                           
you're gonna love it because it's so                                            
fascinating just to be in Israel that                                           
you'll come back thinking you had the                                           
best tour there ever was but honestly                                           
you didn't get the whole story when you                                         
go to Israel you need the Jewish                                                
perspective it's one of the reasons for                                         
going to Israel so any of you out there                                         
who are ever wanting to put together a                                          
trip to Israel call me first but I would                                        
just say don't insist on a Christian                                            
company because then that that Christian                                        
guide Christian guide he actually is a                                          
member probably of the Coptic Church or                                         
the Eastern Orthodox Church of some                                             
variety or maybe the Catholic Church and                                        
honestly the Catholic the Catholic guide                                        
is probably going to be the closest                                             
thing there is to Christianity and                                              
that's not Christianity it's Catholicism                                        
but it comes into the                                                           
Briella of a Christian so don't insist I                                        
want a Christian guide now then there                                           
are some who say oh okay I understand                                           
that I'm gonna get an Arab Eastern                                              
Orthodox and so I'd rather have a a                                             
Messianic guide so there's one or two                                           
messianic companies some of them very                                           
big actually and they they market to a                                          
Christian audience let me just say that                                         
I have been there 25 or 30 times now and                                        
I've kept my ear to the ground and I                                            
watch out the side of my eye and I                                              
listen and I see the things that are                                            
going on and I know that for a fact                                             
these people are believers yes I'm a                                            
believer why because that's where the                                           
money's at and they they they claim to                                          
be Messianic believers they know enough                                         
of the talk to be message to to come                                            
across as Messianic believers but it is                                         
totally a money thing I would say all                                           
the way up to the very top of the                                               
company I would much rather go with a                                           
Jew who practices Judaism and the reason                                        
is that we can be very honest upfront                                           
and in in our tours I'll say this is our                                        
tour guide he is a Jew he practices                                             
Judaism I am a Christian I practice                                             
Christianity some of his teachings may                                          
be different than mine when when they                                           
are I am going to say our Christian                                             



point of view is a little different than                                        
that let me explain and we're very very                                         
clear on all of that and not trying to                                          
impress anyone but trying to learn what                                         
does a Jew think about this as Dan says                                         
there it's a Jewish book and a Jewish                                           
land and so we so much need to                                                  
understand and explain some of all of                                           
those and so you're exactly right and                                           
I've seen this just over and over again                                         
is that                                                                         
these people will say they are believers                                        
sometimes they had to in order to get                                           
the job and again                                                               
they know enough of the lingo and enough                                        
of the terminology that sometimes you                                           
can even be confused by some of what                                            
takes place there and and to think boy                                          
this is a believer when when actually                                           
their belief is far from that and I                                             
think you I think that you can get so                                           
much danger there Anthony and sin excuse                                        
me I almost said San Antonio Corpus                                             
Christi how how are you applied or how                                          
do you apply or applying question the                                           
assumptions as it regards the                                                   
understanding of what it means to                                               
rightly divide I think that let me say                                          
what I hope anyway I hope that all of us                                        
will continually be open to say I have                                          
to work every day to rightly divide and                                         
I think one of the flaws of                                                     
dispensationalism is that it simplifies                                         
that process too much rightly divide the                                        
word of truth it means old testament and                                        
new testament that's probably what                                              
covenant theologian would say many                                              
dispensationalists rightly divide the                                           
word of truth you know what does that                                           
mean it means beginning in acts two we                                          
have the church and prior to that we                                            
don't and yet they go through the                                               
Gospels and they apply the Gospels which                                        
did happen prior to acts 2 and they                                             
apply those to us the Sermon on the                                             
Mount for example as if this definitely                                         
it speaks to us because people have                                             
always been saved the same way we                                               
rightly divide at acts 2 people have                                            
always been saved the right way how do                                          
you put that together and and and and                                           
that oversimplification of rightly                                              
divide                                                                          
I think is something that that is a a                                           
pox on all of us take someone then who                                          
says no it started when Paul the the we                                         
divide when Paul came on the road to                                            
Damascus there it is right there and                                            
they will shoot poison darts at someone                                         
who says it was x2 or at someone says                                           
who says no it was two chapters later at                                        
Acts chapter 13 and all of us can get to                                        



the point where we say we I just know                                           
exactly you know what it what happened                                          
and then we once we do that will tell us                                        
let's say we're acts 13 divider then we                                         
say okay everything after acts 13 that                                          
is in the age of grace and so we divide                                         
that for us and prior to that is not for                                        
us I think that's an oversimplification                                         
I've been teaching in acts 19 Paul and                                          
Ephesus and much of what I see from Paul                                        
and Ephesus is he is teaching a Jewish                                          
audience Jewish things kingdom things so                                        
I think right dividing really comes down                                        
from the from the book of Acts onward it                                        
comes down to taking really every                                               
passage and seeing is this in a Jewish                                          
context or is this in a church context                                          
now obviously there's some right                                                
dividing that goes in the Old Testament                                         
as well that is because you need to                                             
divide out the various dispensations                                            
there but I think the the biggest issue                                         
in right division is where do we begin                                          
to directly apply things to ourselves                                           
and the Ephesian believers for example                                          
they came and confessed and showed their                                        
works because they believed what Paul                                           
was saying well what was Paul saying                                            
that's where you have to begin to look                                          
at that and then you have to begin to                                           
look at the book of Ephesians and youbet                                        
to begin to say well who's the we there                                         
who's the us there who is who is given                                          
so my go through that lengthy answer                                            
there too                                                                       
a that I hope I don't think probably any                                        
of us are good at this is it's is so                                            
easy for us to cement in our thinking                                           
and not not be challenged on it but I                                           
hope for any of us that every step along                                        
the way will recognize that rightly                                             
dividing the word of truth is not an                                            
easy thing that's why so many don't do                                          
it and I don't know that we can ever                                            
come to the point to say I have my                                              
theology fully rightly divided because                                          
let's let's go to the group of people                                           
that tend to use the term rightly                                               
dividing you know we're right dividers                                          
and I suppose here if you were to google                                        
I just go it actually right dividing                                            
churches is what I did                                                          
so here's right division and acts 28                                            
dispensational Bible study site our                                             
here's Grace churches churches that                                             
rightly divide now my guess is I'm fact                                         
I'm almost 100% certain of this that                                            
this group would disagree with this                                             
group this one says churches and groups                                         
that let me pull up that up make sure                                           
I'm saying what it says is churches and                                         
groups that rightly divide the truth now                                        



this one again here is going to tell us                                         
that they rightly divide and let's see                                          
right division welcome to right division                                        
this is an acts 28 site I am I would                                            
almost put money that this x28 site                                             
disagrees with this Grace Church site so                                        
the the point is we all better question                                         
our right division                                                              
it is something that is is very much a                                          
process I don't know that we ought to                                           
claim to have a corner on the market now                                        
one thing I would say for even both of                                          
those groups that are right there just                                          
in a little spa internet search that                                            
they are at least attempting to do to do                                        
what we're supposed to do rightly                                               
dividing the word of truth they disagree                                        
with one another on rightly dividing the                                        
word of truth I use I'm here up on the                                          
mountaintops to do but on the                                                   
mountaintops to do I don't have my                                              
bullinger companion Bible here a Bulger                                         
was an axe 28 here I'm not an axe 28 I                                          
think he didn't rightly divide well                                             
would I say he's not a right divider                                            
well no not really he really attempted                                          
to rightly divide I understand the how                                          
he got to where he got to I think he                                            
just made a few mistakes along the way                                          
but there's a lot of value there and                                            
probably some of these you know it's                                            
acts 9 it's acts 13 its acts 28 could                                           
get together and if they could be                                               
friendly and not shoot each other then                                          
they could probably all learn from one                                          
another and have some good perspective                                          
at one another and go away saying he's                                          
wrong and I know why he's wrong and now                                         
it's time for a green chili cheeseburger                                        
and all would be well but Joel's exactly                                        
right you have to rightly divide Paul                                           
because even Paul as the Joel would                                             
teaches very well is you've got Saul and                                        
you've got Paul he's got his saw                                                
ministry he's got his Paul ministry even                                        
in his Paul ministry he went to the Jew                                         
first the question is what message did                                          
he take to the Jew first I think he took                                        
the Jewish message to the Jew first I                                           
don't know if Joel agrees with me on                                            
that or others agree with me on that but                                        
I I hope anyway that I am open to                                               
someone saying hey wait a minute let's                                          
question this let's discuss it and I                                            
would hope                                                                      
that that could be done in a friendly                                           
way and I've seen it happen many many                                           
times and I you know I've got friends on                                        
both sides of the aisle I've because of                                         
my background I've got a lot of friends                                         
that don't even know what it is to                                              
rightly divide the word of truth I've                                           



got friends who are the typical acts to                                         
kind of division and therefore they get                                         
a lot of things wrong but won't even                                            
have a discussion on the topic because                                          
they don't know how to have a discussion                                        
on the topic because they don't know how                                        
to question the assumptions and that's                                          
unfortunate I think going on in that                                            
second part of that question for example                                        
there is a Bible passage or book you                                            
thought is only for Israel that through                                         
questioning the assumptions applies only                                        
to the church so so you know in right                                           
right division what if okay I come up                                           
and I say this is only for Israel and                                           
then in questioning the assumptions I                                           
would say no it actually applies to the                                         
church I would take for example the book                                        
of Hebrews in the book of Hebrews I                                             
think the book of Hebrews applies only                                          
to the only to the nation to the Hebrews                                        
in fact in that day I think if we                                               
applied the book of Hebrews to the                                              
church today we make we make all sorts                                          
of issues but can I also tell you that                                          
obviously I'm in a minority on that                                             
position and we're right now at                                                 
dispensation of publishing working with                                         
dr. Paul Ben we're on publishing his                                            
commentary on the book of Romans excuse                                         
me the book of Hebrews and he takes more                                        
of the fellowship view that is fairly                                           
standard among dispensationalists he's a                                        
dispensationalist and he takes that                                             
fellowship view and in taking the                                               
fellowship view he does a good job at it                                        
will will publish his a material I                                              
probably won't use it for my own study                                          
other than to say hey let's go see what                                         
Ben ware says cuz I know he's got a                                             
different viewpoint on this                                                     
and I think we have to always do that                                           
now you know what I find more often in                                          
and so I'll take been where stuff and                                           
others others other stuff that takes a                                          
Hebrews applies to the church and see                                           
what they have to say they have to make                                         
salvation actually be fellowship there                                          
otherwise you lose from it but I'll take                                        
it I'll learn from it and say okay can                                          
this be applied and yet often I do find                                         
that on the other side if you say the                                           
book of Hebrews does not apply to the                                           
church you are anathema you've got to be                                        
you know some sort of cult leader and                                           
it'd be nice if there was a little more                                         
openness to all of that appreciate it                                           
Darrell on YouTube can you explain the                                          
different types of judgment great white                                         
throne versus the burnt Bema seat for                                           
example know one of these days I might                                          
put together a study on this but here                                           



every time I've tried here's why I never                                        
come up with a study on it because every                                        
time I tried to do it I end up with                                             
there's not enough information there is                                         
the judgment seat of Christ there is the                                        
Bema seat judgment there is the great                                           
white throne judgment even just taking                                          
those three it's the judgment seat of                                           
Christ is that the same as the Bema seat                                        
or is the Bema seat the the first the                                           
second coming of Jesus Christ in the                                            
judgment seat of Christ is at the                                               
rapture of Jesus Christ so the judgment                                         
seat of Christ is for Christians the                                            
Bema seat is for righteous Jews and the                                         
great white throne judgment is for all                                          
of the unrighteous then the challenge is                                        
at the Bema seat if you take that                                               
approach at the Bema seat there are some                                        
Gentiles that come in that that                                                 
continued to live because they've you                                           
know done under the least of these and                                          
they they're so they're not just Jews                                           
that are at the Bema seat it's kind of a                                        
judgment of the nation's what you end up                                        
with is we know this much of a topic                                            
that's got this much and so I think it's                                        
actually kind of dangerous to to put                                            
more knowledge than we actually have is                                         
and we want to do that because we've got                                        
theological programs and Bible studies                                          
and all those kind of things or we're                                           
just curious and so we want to know all                                         
the details but I am pretty convinced                                           
that after this life for any                                                    
dispensation after this life there is a                                         
scant little little shadow of                                                   
information I quoted the the perverse so                                        
many times as Paul says now we see                                              
through a glass darkly we can just                                              
barely see over to the other side and we                                        
have these hints of the judgment seat of                                        
Christ and hence of the Bema seat and                                           
hints of you know the great white throne                                        
judgment and and all we can say is what                                         
is said in those particular passages and                                        
what is said in those particular                                                
passages is quite frankly almost nothing                                        
so to be able to take and put put all                                           
that together into explaining the                                               
different types of judgments I think                                            
would go beyond what the scripture                                              
actually allows us to do there is a                                             
there is judgment there's judgment for                                          
believers there's judgment and really                                           
all realms of life that is for the                                              
Christian for the Jew for others that                                           
are there and becomes almost impossible                                         
to to put across there thanks Darrell                                           
sorry I wasn't much                                                             
more help there to you dan says have you                                        
ever listed all the verses that directly                                        



apply to us no I haven't if I had I                                             
probably would have changed my mind a                                           
few times through the years what I                                              
should begin doing sometime is taking                                           
this would be my own study that anyone                                          
taking those and color coding them                                              
probably maybe for a read it doesn't                                            
belong to us                                                                    
a green it definitely belongs to us and                                         
a yellow I'm not sure whether it belongs                                        
to us a little bit of that challenge is                                         
it it is related really only to our                                             
current daily Christian activity so in                                          
our daily Christian activity then that's                                        
a little easier to find the passages                                            
that directly apply to us you know do                                           
not quench the spirit it's our daily                                            
crit and Christian activity we don't                                            
quench the spirit problem is e doesn't                                          
say what it means to quench the spirit                                          
we have to you know search the                                                  
Scriptures and put some things together                                         
and come to determine what it would be                                          
to quench the spirit but here's the                                             
problem all that that's marked read                                             
somebody would misinterpret it they                                             
would say well Randy thinks that these                                          
verses don't apply to us and that would                                         
be lets say Genesis 1 &amp; 2                                                   
and you know how could we live our daily                                        
Christian lives if we don't know how the                                        
world was created so only could we do                                           
this in the area of daily Christian                                             
living the doctrine of Christian living                                         
now it might be a helpful thing to pull                                         
out those passages of Scripture                                                 
in which Paul is speaking to those who                                          
are in the body of Christ and he is                                             
giving them some instruction for daily                                          
Christian living you know what I think                                          
we would find if we did this and it                                             
would be a fascinating study to do some                                         
time I think what we would find is that                                         
first of all it would not be a very big                                         
book and it would not cover very many                                           
topics and many of the topics that it                                           
did cover it wouldn't give much                                                 
instruction like be filled with with the                                        
Holy Ghost or be filled with spirit I                                           
believe excuse me for misquoting that be                                        
filled with a spirit Ephesians is a 5:18                                        
but then it doesn't tell us how to be                                           
filled with a spirit                                                            
unless you go on you know singing to one                                        
another in Psalms and hymns and                                                 
spiritual songs if that's if that's if                                          
those are connected but there's an                                              
interpretive issue on whether or not                                            
they're connected so if you could have a                                        
really big preface and get people to                                            
read it to say the green list as Dan's                                          
calling it here                                                                 



the green list is the doctrine of daily                                         
Christian living it's not our theology                                          
because our theology comes from Genesis                                         
Exodus Leviticus all the way through                                            
Malachi Matthew Mark Luke and John the                                          
the the undergirding theology our                                               
soteriology or anthropology our                                                 
angelology all those kind of things we                                          
have to have the whole of the Word of                                           
God but in daily Christian living now                                           
again when you get to daily Christian                                           
living he's going to say you know                                               
everyone give as as he's purposed in his                                        
heart that's the end of the instruction                                         
you look up the family section oh I want                                        
to see what Paul says about the family                                          
oh there it is in one paragraph husbands                                        
love your wives wives obey your husbands                                        
and children obey your parents any                                              
questions I mean that's it and I think                                          
the reason is that God in this age of                                           
grace really does allow us a lot of                                             
leeway and a lot of grace and I think                                           
that's                                                                          
actually very lovely there and                                                  
appreciate all of I appreciate that                                             
question there thank you okay                                                   
let's see we got from dr. Tom even                                              
though Paul took the Jewish message as                                          
you mentioned did Paul also teach                                               
individual salvation to the Jews also                                           
such that they believed in Christ alone                                         
for forgiveness of sins I believe that I                                        
believe that the answer is yes                                                  
it's difficult for me to show you a                                             
scripture which absolutely shows that                                           
that is true                                                                    
it's more of a logic assumption that I                                          
am taking in that in doing that but I                                           
think that one of the things that gives                                         
me a little bit of this hint here this                                          
idea let me find a passage of scripture                                         
here actually comes from Peter not Paul                                         
but Peter says in the closing words of                                          
2nd Peter                                                                       
he says account that long-suffering of                                          
our Lord                                                                        
now the long-suffering of our Lord is he                                        
has not yet brought about the kingdom he                                        
says account that the long-suffering the                                        
delay in the kingdom is salvation even                                          
as our beloved brother Paul also                                                
according to the wisdom given unto him                                          
hath written to you so I think that that                                        
tells us from Peters perspective that                                           
Peter sang I preached the kingdom and                                           
the Kingdom is not here yet and I want                                          
you to know that that that our beloved                                          
Paul has told you about these things                                            
that gives                                                                      
the the the idea even though I can't it                                         
may be there but I haven't found it yet                                         



I can't find the passage where Paul says                                        
to the Jews to the Jew first I want you                                         
to accept the kingdom and I need you to                                         
know that individually I want you                                               
nationally to accept the kingdom                                                
individually I want you to know of the                                          
gospel of grace I wish I could find that                                        
kind of a passage I've written the                                              
Apostle Paul a letter asking him if                                             
perhaps I am missing it somewhere but he                                        
has not yet responded but so my hunch is                                        
yes Paul did also teach individual                                              
salvation almost it seems like logically                                        
he would have had to because what                                               
happens even you can you can even find                                          
this within Jesus though in the Gospels                                         
though it's a it's a little bit                                                 
different you take for example in John                                          
chapter one he came into his own and his                                        
own received him not but as many as did                                         
receive him to them gave he the right to                                        
become the children of God or the power                                         
to become the children of God I've                                              
forgotten which word it is there so with                                        
that even in the Gospel of John of                                              
course Jesus was a minister of the                                              
circumcision and so you have with that                                          
this clear picture that even in the                                             
Ministry of Jesus and you see this also                                         
in John chapter 6 which we'll get to in                                         
a number of weeks in our John study that                                        
Jesus says hey I'm going to raise the                                           
nation up on the last day but what about                                        
those of you who are individuals I'll                                           
raise you up on the last day too and he                                         
gives hope for the individual now it's a                                        
it has more to do with individual                                               
judgment and it Jesus is not offering                                           
them the the completed work of Jesus                                            
Christ in which they can place their                                            
faith in and have immediate salvation                                           
but he he nonetheless is offering an                                            
individual hope for them I think that                                           
that Paul surely spoke to the                                                   
individuals there as well                                                       
Thank You Joel since speaking earlier I                                         
believe Hebrews could have been written                                         
by Saul in his Jewish ministry and that                                         
is that is very possible the only thing                                         
you would have to deal with on that is                                          
you would have to have an earlier date                                          
for Hebrews I take a later date for                                             
Hebrews I call Hebrews the last call for                                        
the kingdom and so it's this warning                                            
that the the nation is about to be                                              
destroyed but there is no real solid                                            
date for the book of Hebrews and I don't                                        
know that it would do it harm to put                                            
that warning earlier in the days of Saul                                        
so that's a possibility I I think that                                          
the book of Hebrews has a very very much                                        
a the personality of a Saul who became                                          



Paul in their so good possibility that                                          
you are exactly right there                                                     
and from a couple more questions at our                                         
end we'll take these one is revelation                                          
chapter 10 verse 6 thank you Michael for                                        
the nice comment I appreciate that there                                        
thank God for you Randy I so dearly love                                        
your honesty why I appreciate that                                              
sometimes I'm sometimes my honesty comes                                        
across as bluntness and I I hope that                                           
most people who listen to regularly if                                          
you're new with us sometimes that you                                           
listen you know for three or four                                               
minutes you think oh my goodness                                                
his eyeballs are gonna pop out who is                                           
this guy he's crazy somebody somebody                                           
fix this guy but over time it's all it's                                        
all in good fun and honesty Dan says                                            
John Mark wrote the book of Hebrews                                             
that's my friend Brian Ross's position                                          
also I haven't listened to Brian's                                              
argument on it                                                                  
I think that in the end everybody has a                                         
weak argument and that's because the                                            
book doesn't say who wrote it yes and                                           
there's not that much evidence there so                                         
we we pieced some things together it's                                          
true for the Gospel of John as well and                                         
a number of other books through all that                                        
and obviously the the importance is what                                        
does it actually say but sometimes                                              
authorship helps us to determine what's                                         
what does it actually say okay from Dan                                         
why does revelation 10-6 say time no                                            
more and that is let's see and swear by                                         
him that liveth for ever and ever who                                           
created heaven and the things that are                                          
there that therein are and the earth and                                        
the things that therein are and the sea                                         
and the things that are therein that                                            
there should be time no longer but in                                           
the days of the voice of the seventh                                            
angel when he shall begin to sound the                                          
Ministry of God should be finished as he                                        
hath declared unto his servants now I am                                        
going to do one thing here and that is I                                        
am going to highlight that in red and                                           
I'll tell you in just a moment why I'm                                          
doing that so let me check and see a                                            
note time it's this is my note I don't                                          
know if I'm gonna agree with myself time                                        
itself will not cease to exist as seen                                          
in Revelation 20 but rather time to                                             
judgment is about to be completed the                                           
prayer of the martyrs how long is about                                         
to be answered when the seventh trumpet                                         
sounds verse seven time is up okay there                                        
should be time for what I think is the                                          
key that is is there the reason that I                                          
have highlighted that is so that I will                                         
be reminded when I get to Revelation                                            
chapter 10 and this Sunday will finish                                          



chapter 6 when I get to chapter 10 I'll                                         
dig into that but I think it is and it's                                        
one or two things and I think it's gonna                                        
be the second one is that's in some                                             
places in the book of Revelation there                                          
it                                                                              
it stops speaking chronologically and it                                        
jumps to the end and speaks of that but                                         
again even at the end of Revelation                                             
you've got a thousand years and then                                            
after that you've got eternity forever                                          
eternity forever might not have a tick                                          
tock clock as we have certainly not in                                          
the city of New Jerusalem so so would                                           
you really call that time so it could be                                        
that kind of a flash-forward if you will                                        
I think probably more it's the second                                           
and again I'll mail this down when we                                           
get there but I think I think it's                                              
probably the second and that is as I                                            
said here time time to repent or time                                           
before the Judgment comes it is                                                 
basically what you're gonna do when your                                        
numbers up and your number is about to                                          
be up the seventh trumpet is about to                                           
blow and with the seventh trumpet I                                             
think sorry                                                                     
reading Anthony's come in with this with                                        
the seventh trumpet I think that is just                                        
boom boom boom boom boom boom boom very                                         
quickly and so right before you could                                           
you could really effectively say time no                                        
longer we've got a matter of days days                                          
days or weeks maybe I don't even think                                          
months maybe even hours on the seventh                                          
trumpet so we'll we'll dig into that and                                        
look but I think it's basically time as                                         
we know it Anthony was saying that                                              
perhaps I am a loon cult leader even                                            
after you listened a while and                                                  
appreciate that and oh wow                                                      
nah there are ok I thought I was bumping                                        
up on a whole bunch of quiet I don't                                            
think I am                                                                      
no here's my last question for the day                                          
I've got it ok what is being saved by                                           
fire or what's the worst that it could                                          
mean saved as though through                                                    
fire this comes in what first                                                   
yeah first Corinthians chapter 3 and                                            
verse 15 if a man's work shall be burned                                        
he shall suffer loss but he himself                                             
shall be saved yet so as by fire okay                                           
what what is the issue here saved as yet                                        
so as by fire I am going to pull up my                                          
own note on here and on the left side of                                        
the screen see what I had to say back a                                         
couple years ago because the foundation                                         
is Jesus Christ the salvation must be                                           
secured even in his salvation of self                                           
the foundation in verse 11 for other                                            
foundation can no man lay than that                                             



which is laid which is Jesus Christ so                                          
because the foundation is Jesus Christ                                          
the salvation must be secured even in                                           
his salvation however no man is able to                                         
bypass trial the trial by fire will come                                        
to every man and the man whose works                                            
they misspelled that whose works abides                                         
through his trial shall receive reward                                          
and if his work doesn't abide then he                                           
shall suffer loss no word is given as to                                        
the type of judgment or the type of loss                                        
the point of the words yet so as by fire                                        
is simply to remind the current                                                 
Corinthians that their salvation did not                                        
equate to a life of ease free from trial                                        
okay that's what I was I was gonna say                                          
something like that in my mind I just                                           
wanted to make sure I just wanted to                                            
have a little consultation with myself                                          
to see if I agreed with myself but I                                            
think that the the                                                              
hee hee shall be saved                                                          
no doubt about it yet so as by fire I                                           
think we're talking and you can see this                                        
a number of times in the scripture fire                                         
is is trials fire is difficulties I'm                                           
not even sure that there in verse 13                                            
every man's work shall be made manifest                                         
for the day will declare it I'm not sure                                        
that's necessarily talking about the day                                        
of judgment but it very well could be                                           
and you could make that argument pretty                                         
strongly but you could also say give it                                         
some time and every man's work will be                                          
made manifest you know we have of course                                        
the John Nelson Darby Academy and                                               
hopefully none of them are listening                                            
right now every now and then we suspect                                         
somebody's cheating and mainly because                                          
we'll look at an answer and say well my                                         
goodness it perfectly matches this                                              
website over here and or you know                                               
suddenly they just got perfect scores                                           
and they haven't been getting but                                               
whatever it is you know I mean teachers                                         
aren't dumb they should figure all that                                         
out and and we suspect they're cheating                                         
now when the teachers asked me about it                                         
I almost always say I'm not worried                                             
about it the reason is in time they                                             
realize that cheating takes too long                                            
and it's easier just to read the                                                
material and learn it than it is to                                             
search the world wide web and try to                                            
find the answer for it and furthermore I                                        
said we do want to raise students who                                           
know how to find answers in the world                                           
and so you know that's what they're                                             
doing go and find out an answer now I                                           
bring up that illustration just to say                                          
every man's work shall be manifest it                                           
all comes out in the                                                            



and you know we can see if they're very                                         
consistently doing this and that's what                                         
they're always doing and we can we can                                          
then address it but we don't have to                                            
address it right then but so they're                                            
gonna get a good grade yet so as by fire                                        
in the end you are yeah god Bless You                                           
Tara                                                                            
she says cheating you mean resourceful                                          
you see all our students are individual                                         
so they can't do the kind of cheating of                                        
looking over to the next person like you                                        
can do in the fourth grade class and and                                        
yet it's pretty hard for us to keep them                                        
from looking in some material somewhere                                         
so they learn how to be resourceful but                                         
my point always is it it's quicker just                                         
to learn the material and then you don't                                        
have to look up things so if you know                                           
the material you don't have to do it now                                        
saved by fire I think means hey you're                                          
gonna make it but your works are going                                          
to be manifest and that is not always                                           
going to be the easiest thing when the                                          
world puts the spotlight on those works                                         
and they come up as wood hay and stubble                                        
and you sometimes have to go through                                            
those trials and you know carry out                                             
through all of that well I am out of                                            
time and I see here let's see ah Thank                                          
You cliff and brains one hour on John                                           
Mark and Hebrews is one of the best                                             
single hours I've ever spent                                                    
I appreciate the the word there I'll go                                         
find that and see see his argument there                                        
and bring that about I like ya Tara it's                                        
a good word I was always told I wouldn't                                        
be walking around with a calculator in                                          
my pocket                                                                       
turns out that I do and I you know I've                                         
uh I've even learned you don't even have                                        
to find the calculator and push the                                             
buttons you just you just say what is                                           
seven times 250 1750 I don't even have                                          
to push buttons this is wonderful                                               
why did I learn math why didn't they                                            
teach me to push buttons well because                                           
sometimes you need to know math and when                                        
you do uh ask Cory thanks for being                                             
around today again let me remind you                                            
tonight we'll be on for the Gospel of                                           
John and always a fun time I'll be at                                           
the pulpit and we'll be there I'll be                                           
like dr. Tom who says has to speak                                              
tomorrow oh now I'm better prepared I                                           
didn't read that correctly I thought he                                         
said now I have to prepare and I'm glad                                         
this helped you to prepare and I've got                                         
a number of preachers that send in                                              
questions from time to time I always try                                        
to put them at the top because I know                                           
that their question really has to do                                            



with their sermon and they are preparing                                        
and getting ready to use all that and to                                        
go with that you all have been a huge                                           
blessing sorry those of you who normally                                        
listen on Facebook and that we were not                                         
on Facebook today but we were on YouTube                                        
and on our website which feeds through                                          
YouTube blessing to have each one of you                                        
I look forward to seeing you tonight 6                                          
p.m. a mountain time we will have a                                             
great time together and you are a                                               
blessing Randy white ministries dot RG                                          
and hey don't forget that that's special                                        
where is it I've put it too close the                                           
page but dispensation of publishing com                                         
Patrick Henry American Statesman it's a                                         
good book even if you don't read it it                                          
looks nice sitting on your coffee table                                         
and people come in and sell he's a very                                         
well read gentleman                                                             
so go for it $15.99 dispensation of                                             
publishing dot-com we shall see you all                                         
soon thanks for Nathan being on the                                             
controls today god bless each one of you                                        
I'll see you tonight and let's see I'm                                          
up here on the mountain top studio I                                            
think that means I have to switch the                                           
button like this turn on the music                                              
maybe that did not work                                                         
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


